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Dunkin ’ to Overtake Slavin

Soon All of Campus Really Will Run on Dunkin ’

Happy April
Fool ’s Day From
The (S)cowl
by Real-Life Snow White ’19
Your Scowling Editor-in-Chief
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One of the locations to which Dunkin' will be expanding is McPhail's. Every time we return from break, the Dunkin' has gotten a little
bigger, causing students to wonder if next autumn we will return not to Providence College but to Dunkin' College.
by Duncan Doughnuts ’20
Alternative Facts Staff

ON CAMPUS
Providence College has made great
campus improvements over the past
several years. With the addition of
the Ruane Friar Development Center

and the Arthur F. and Patricia Ryan
Center for Business Studies, as well
as renovations and improvements
throughout existing buildings, students
have grown accustomed to campus
renovations.
But the most recent of these
renovations—the expansion of the
Dunkin’ on campus over spring break —

has caused a huge buzz among students,
staff, and faculty. Most students have
seen the renovations of the Dunkin’ in
Lower Slavin, which have been met
with a lot of positive feedback. With its
recent expansion, some students have
been asking the question: will Dunkin’
ever stop growing?
Dunkin' Expansion/Page 2

Welcome to the 2019 edition of The
Scowl! The Scowl is our April Fool's
Day edition of The Cowl. Including
satirical articles, joke columns, silly
puzzles, and absurd graphics, The
Scowl is easily our staff's favorite
week of the year. While some of
the content may sound real, they
are actually creations of our staff
members aimed at approaching real
issues in PC students' lives in a way
that is unique and funny.
In this world of often depressing
news cycles, The Scowl offers an
opportunity for lightheartedness
and fun. The point of The Scowl is
not to offend anyone, but rather
to serve as a playful break from a
stressful college student's life. Our
staff members have worked hard
to create these stories and graphics,
using their creativity and writing
(and especially Photoshop!) skills in
a different way.
While The Scowl staff has had fun
with their foray into Fake News,
the normal Cowl will be back next
week, April 4. We hope you enjoy
reading this issue as much as we
enjoyed making it!

Hybrid Housing Expands to More Locations
Students Offered Unique Housing Solutions
by Your RA ’21
Alternative Facts Staff

DECIDEDLY OFF CAMPUS
Over the past few months, Providence
College’s Office of Residence Life has been
expanding its housing options for non-commuter
students. Their newest initiative, which was
dubbed “Hybrid Housing,” has been a successful
collaboration between the College and a local
business in order to provide alternative housing
options for students.
Residence Life teamed up with the Providencebased real estate group, The 02908 Club, in order
to select certain off-campus houses that could be
lived in as if they were on-campus apartments.
Due to the immediate positive response to
this option from the student body, Residence
Life decided to capitalize on the momentum and
reach out to other local businesses.

YOUR HOUSE
HALL
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Residence Life has begun to offer new and exciting places for students to live, such as at home.
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Get your daily dose of memes, PC
style!

Ever wonder what odd things we
overhear in Slavin LL04? Check
out "Overheard in the Cowl
Office."
Page 18

PCI: If you could change a rule in any
sport, what would you choose?
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Friartown LITERALLY Runs On Dunkin’

Entirety of Lower Slavin Undergoes Dunkin ’ Themed Renovations
Dunkin’ Expansion:
Continued from front page
The answer to that question seems to
be no, as the College has just announced
that the entirety of Lower Slavin will
be closed for renovations for the next
several weeks. When students return
from Easter Break, Lower Slavin will
have been converted into a gigantic
Dunkin’.
In addition to the expansion, Dunkin’
also recently announced new hours
effective immediately upon opening.
The new Dunkin’ will now be open 24
hours a day and seven days a week.
These new hours are expected to create
a more vibrant campus culture, where
everyone is encouraged to be caffeinated
all the time.
It is important for individual
students and on-campus organizations
to understand the changes that Lower
Slavin will undergo over the next several
weeks so that they can properly plan
their time and events.
Of course, some may be wondering
what will happen to McPhail’s, or to
the Alumni Food Court, or to the many
club offices that have historically resided
in Lower Slavin. Rest assured, these
staples of PC are ending for a worthy
purpose—a larger Dunkin’.

Dunkin' monster attacks Slavin, causing the extensive remodel.

Those who typically study or do work
in Lower Slavin are encouraged to return
to their study spots after the renovations.
Although the tables may have been
transformed into large donut racks,
students will still be able to study there
as long as they do not mind sitting on the
floor.
McPhail’s, soon to be known as
McDunk’s, will no longer serve alcohol
to those 21 and over, but instead serve
coffee. Instead of offering free popcorn,
it will instead offer free hash browns.
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The Alumni Food Court in Lower
Slavin will be changed into a Donut
Food Court, where students can enjoy
a variety of donuts and other pastries.
Students will still be able to utilize the
Take 3 meal exchange in the Donut Food
Court, where they can choose from a
select menu of bagels, muffins, and
coffees.
As for club offices in Lower Slavin,
clubs are invited to move their meetings
outdoors onto the Slavin Lawn or to
convert into chapters of the Dunkin’

Club, which is a new organization
forming on campus upon the expansion
of Dunkin’.
The bookstore, which has previously
resided in Lower Slavin, will stop selling
PC gear and shift to selling Dunkin’
merchandise,
including
apparel,
accessories, gifts, and even cookbooks.
This expansion of Dunkin’ into the
entirety of Lower Slavin just shows
what every PC student already knows:
Friartown runs on Dunkin’.

Friars Give: An Obligation Not an Option
Friars Strongly Enforced to Make Obscene Donations
by Broke College Student
Alternative Facts Editor
MAKIN’ BANK
As the “Friars Give” season rapidly approaches,
Providence College students anxiously anticipate the
draining of their wallets.
During the “Friars Give” campaign, PC students
know it is not a choice, but rather an obligation to
find the generosity within themselves to contribute a
significant donation to the College.
Frankly, the thousands of dollars of tuition students
pay to the institution each year that will indubitably
engender crippling debt come graduation, proves
insufficient when striving to achieve a persona of
the virtuous, wholesome PC student we all hope to
embody.
To that end, this year, the entire “Friars Give”
donation campaign will be expanding their efforts
within Slavin, in order to maximize profit for the
College with the introduction of the Donation Shaker
3000.
Throughout the duration of the “Friars Give”
campaign this year, upon entering the Slavin Center,
the large claw of the Donation Shaker 3000 will emerge
from the ceiling and violently shake each student in an
effort to collect any spare coin or dollar bill that may
fall from their pocket, wallet, jacket, purse, or backpack.
The machine will then proceed to vacuum up all spare
money produced from each passerby and directly
deposit it into the College’s donation account.
In an effort to prepare for the long awaited “Friars
Give” campaign, especially with the implementation
of such newfangled technology as the Donation Shaker
3000, students have already begun to take to the streets
of Providence in an effort to stock their empty wallets
in order contribute a significant donation.

Jefferson Thomas ’21 and Franklin Adams ’21 have
made notable financial gains towards their “Friars
Give” fund by supplicating crowds for donations on a
corner of Thayer Street.
The two were able to claim such a profitable location
because of its high foot traffic by striking a deal with
the homeless individual who typically occupies that
location— they would allot a portion of their earnings
to a donation to the “Friars Give” campaign in his name
as well.
Thomas and Adams admit their motivation
for taking to the streets to raise money for “Friars
Give” donations was driven by their poor donation
experiences the previous year.
“When I was approached by several members of
the ‘Friars Give’ campaign to be coaxed into donating,
I reached for my wallet, only to remember I had spent
the last of my money on a $7.99 pint of Ben & Jerry’s
from the College’s Eaton Street Café,” said Thomas.
Thomas laments his inability to donate last year by
recounting the looks of “resentment, disapproval, and
shame” he received from various members of the PC
community. Similarly, Adams's experience with “Friars
Give” last year was also evocative of personal hardship.
Although Adams, unlike Thomas, was able to
contribute to the campaign, the last bit of money in his
wallet was supposed to be allotted for his train ticket
home for Easter break, so after donating a respectable
sum, Thomson was no longer able to afford his ticket.
“I had to hitchhike my way home—from Providence to
Pittsburgh,” he said.
After hours of signaling, Adams was ultimately able
to hitch a ride home in a van with a “seemingly friendly
band of mimes,” but quickly noted he had misread their
character as these mimes were in actuality disguised
conmen.
“It was a turbulent journey home,” said Adams.
“What should have been a 12 hour drive took 72 hours,
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The Donation Shaker 3000 descends from the ceiling in Slavin.

13 police calls, and innumerable near-death experiences,
but I’m proud to say I endured each hardship in the
name of ‘Friars Give.’”
Adams and Thomas are two representatives of a
large student body that is eagerly readying themselves
to give back to the institution that already takes so
much, as they know is it their duty and obligation as
honorable PC students.
Hopefully, with students like Thomas and
Adams, taking to the streets to enable themselves to
contribute significant donations, in combination with
the implementation of new technology such as the
Donation Shaker 3000, the “Friars Give” campaign will
have its most profitable year to date.
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Underground Metro North
Students Must Aid in New Campus Construction
by Bob the Builder
Alternative Facts Staff
TRAVEL
The construction for Providence
College’s underground Friar Metro
Station is scheduled to begin this
summer. This elaborate new addition
to the College community will be one of
a kind, and it is expected to increase the
number of incoming applications.
The College came up with the idea for
this project as a result of the consistent
complaints of PC students about the
cold winter weather. Many students
feel that the winter months on campus
are simply unbearable, and desperately
were looking for ways to avoid the
weather.
When the College received an
anonymous suggestion from a student
with the idea to create an underground
metro station on campus, the College
was immediately hooked.
Xander Sanders ’21 expressed his
resentment toward the New England
winter climate. “Dude, I am high-key
flustered about this weather situation,
like, it’s cold. Like, cold cold. In my
hometown in Simi Valley it never gets
this frigid. Always Dickies shorts szn
(season) in Simi.”
Unfortunately, other students like
Sanders will not be able to experience
the Friar Metro Station, for the station is
scheduled to be completed during the
summer of 2028.
His popularly held belief that this
upcoming
grandiose
construction
project is not financially feasible agrees
with many students and their families

curious to see where the hundreds of
millions of dollars for this project coming
from.
Wade Sanders ’22 stated, “I have this
burning interest and curiosity into how
the school is going to pay for this train
station. I mean the idea is cool and all,
but I just do not see where the funds to
make this thing are coming from.”
Believe it or not, the money for the
Friar Metro Station construction project
is being generously donated by former
actress, Lori Loughlin. It is planned that
the monorail will make stops underneath
all dorms, academic buildings, and
Raymond Dining Hall.
Perhaps Loughlin is trying to win
back the hearts of those who now despise
her. But why have yourself and a higher

education system mentioned in the same
sentence AGAIN?
Who knows, at least PC students will
no longer have to go outside where the
cold air hurts their faces.
On the logistical side of the
construction project, students have
to know that they will experience a
significant change in their daily lives.
As part of the construction process,
workers will be constantly working
underground, drilling, and creating the
path for the new monorail. Because
of this, students and faculty will be
required to comply with some temporary
guidelines in order to maintain a safe
environment.
The first new rule established will be
that when commuting on foot around

PC students embrace the new hard hat fashion trend on campus.
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campus, the PC community must
ALWAYS wear a hard hat as well as
protective eyewear. There is a constant
and underlying sense of unpredictability
when on a construction site, and you can
never be too careful.
The second rule is that students are
required to aid construction workers if
called upon. This project is considered
to be high priority, so classes and
extracurricular activities can wait if
you are asked to help. Whether it is
shining a flashlight in a dark crawl
space or operating complicated, heavy
construction equipment, this is a GROUP
effort and students are expected to help
by any means necessary.
Another issue with this upcoming
construction is sleep. Students must
know that they will absolutely lose sleep
during this heavy construction due to
the loud noises that come with the job.
Some PC students feel that they need
sleep in order to survive. Jack Black '20
said, “I’m really pissed off about this new
construction project. I need my sleep,
and I don’t want to be kept up all night
to the noise of drilling and beeping.”
PC students are encouraged to
purchase noise cancelling headphones,
which, starting in the fall can be found
in the PC bookstore for the humble price
of $399.99.
It is understandably disappointing to
students that they have to endure all of
these new disruptive changes without
actually getting to use the train. But look
on the bright side: Future Friars will be
able to have a travel experience around
campus like no other college campus,
which at the end of the day is truly
special.

Hybrid Housing Expands to Local Businesses
Res Life Partners With Providence Community for Housing
ResLife:
Continued from front page
The first of these fresh housing options sees
PC teaming up with Mondoz and Golden Crust,
the all too popular pizza stops that host scores of
students any given weekend night.
According to Res Life, housing units have been
set up adjacent to the brick oven in Mondoz, and
will have heat supplied for free as long as students
are willing to walk out with the grocery cart to
the wood pile and refill the oven every hour or so.
The College also guarantees that the Golden
Crust units do indeed exist, even though anyone
looking at the establishment would have trouble
believing anything else could fit in that small
building. Each resident who chooses to live in this
local business will also be gifted with a unique
variation of their famous T-shirt, reading, “You’ll
Always Live With a Smile.”
The next company that Res Life has chosen to
partner with is one with that the PC community is
very familiar. This would be Dunkin’ Donuts, or
Dunkin’, or Dnkn’, or whatever they are supposed
to be called now.
Included in the chain’s recent expansion of
their Slavin location are housing units in the back,
behind the futuristic façade. Students who choose
this housing option will be given any and all dayold bagels and donuts as part of their meal plan
but will be required to legally abbreviate their
first name in accordance with the company’s new
branding strategies.
As a whole, Residence Life is hoping that these
new partnerships find just as much success as
their joint-venture with The 02908 Club.

When asked about their next move, a ResLife
representative detailed a potential plan to
extend Hybrid Housing even further. They are
considering allowing students who live within

Students enjoy some tasty pizza while in their new living room.

150 miles of the campus to reside in their own
homes during the school year, as long as they still
pay the required costs for both room and board,
as well as a meal plan.
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Place Your Bets!
Residents of Suites Begin Mice Racing Throughout the Halls
by Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
Alternative Facts Staff
BET
It is no secret that mice have found their way into
Suites Hall and declared residency. For months,
these rodents have been taking food from the
students and leaving trash all over the hallways.
“It was a big problem,” said Hall Director Thomas
Sweets. “We were constantly getting reports of the
hall being trashed on the weekends. Turns out it
was the mice doing all the damage!”
However, the students have found their own
way of dealing with the mice, which involves an
underground gambling ring.

“Parties have slowed and
damages have decreased
since this started, and it
has brought together all
residents and truly created
a community.”

Cat Lawson ’20 commented on the new event,
saying, “I didn’t even know it was happening.
One night I heard yelling out in the hallway, and
I went to see if everything was okay. As soon as
I opened the door, a mouse crawled right over
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Mice are lined up at the end of the hall to begin the race.

my foot! It was so weird at first, but most of us in
Suites have accepted it and started participating

as well.”
The gambling ring consists of students
arranging races between their favorite mice. It
costs $25 to enter the race, and the winner gets to
take home the pot.
The cash prize has allowed some students to
even quit their work-study jobs since the prize is
so big. The race itself begins in one hallway and
ends in the opposite hall. In order to tame the mice
and keep them in line, the students have aligned
boxes. Mr. Sweets praises the students, saying,
“They really have thought of everything!”
“There was a problem of sanitization at first,”
Mr. Sweets shares, “but once the RAs and I agreed
it was better than the alternative, we let it go on.
Parties have slowed and damages have decreased
since this started, and it has brought together
all residents and truly created a community. We
plan on continuing this. Just don’t tell any PC
authorities!”
The students have been smart keeping the races
secret. Once the races, which happen every Friday
night, begin, only Suites residents are allowed
into the building. They keep the races on the
seventh floor, believing this will keep security and
administration from noticing anything.
Unfortunately, students who do not live in
Suites are feeling left out. Greg Guzman ’21 said,
“Nobody goes out on Fridays anymore. Everyone
just wants to get into Suites, but the RAs don’t let
anyone in.” Surely, the crowds outside of Suites
must attract some attention. Yet, at the moment, it
seems as if PC security and Fr. Stanley are in the
dark.

Cheat Codes Makes it Rain PC Cash
Spring Concert to Feature PC Cash Cannons

by Fake News, Fake Money
Alternative Facts Staff
I'M RICH
After the Spring Concert act was
announced as Cheat Codes last week,
the Providence College community
has been excitedly awaiting the show.
One of the group’s signature moves
at their shows is shooting cash out of
a cannon into the audience, but their
concert at PC will have a signature
PC twist: the $1,000 Cheat Codes
will be showering on the audience
will actually be in PC Cash.
Since the Slavin Info Desk has
switched over to only accepting PC
Cash, many students have felt that
buying tickets for events on campus
has become less accessible. “Because
I absolutely refuse to pay the $1 fee
to add money online, if I want to buy
a ticket to Spring Concert or any of
the dances, I have to take money out
of the ATM, then go over to the PC
Cash and add it to my account, and
then, finally I can get my ticket,”
explained Bryan Kelly ’20.
To aid in the transition from
regular cash to PC Cash, Board of
Programmers members decided to
fill the Spring Concert cash cannon
with PC Cash only. “Cheat Codes
were really good about it,” said
Kelsey Whitliff ’19, president of
BOP. “It actually worked out better
for them since they did not have to
get any actual cash, but were instead
given the PC Cash from the school to
fill their cash cannons.”
Since PC Cash has always been
an electronic balance on your PC ID
card and not physical currency, BOP

Students scramble to grab PC cash as bills get fired into the crowd.

designed bills for the PC Cash that
will be thrown at the Spring Concert
audience. They will be black and
white and where there is usually a
picture of George Washington on an
American $1 bill, there will instead
be everyone’s favorite terrifying
mascot, Friar Dom.
“We’re also thinking of creating
a coin version,” added Whitliff,

“So that more concert goers can go
home with some free PC Cash.” So
look out on April 6 because there
will apparently be both paper bills
and potentially metal coins raining
down upon Spring Concert goers.
BOP encourages all students to
come out to this event and try for
their chance to grab some PC Cash
to pay for all the events BOP has
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planned for the rest of the semester.
However, students who manage to
snatch any of the PC Cash at Spring
Concert will still have to bring it by
the machine in lower Slavin. From
there, the money will be transferred
onto their card to then be able to
use it at the Info Desk or any other
location they can find that actually
takes PC Cash.
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Press.
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Admissions Plan Corrects Reverse Sexism
Primarily Female Student Body Offends PC Campus
by A Strong, Independent Woman
Alternative Facts Staff
TAKING ACTION
Last Thursday, March 21, after sending
out acceptance letters for the class of 2023,
Providence College reported their lowest
male acceptance rate in its history. While
this might not come as a shock, seeing
as the student body has been primarily
female for years, administration is
concerned what this could mean for the
College’s future.
Over the past few years, PC has
witnessed a large increase in the number
of students who apply, with a majority of
those students being female.
In 2018, the enrollment was 74 to 16
percent men. With the acceptances this
year, the margin has become even smaller,
with women comprising 76 percent of the
student body.
“The number of women who applied
to PC this year was overwhelming,” said
Coordinator of Admissions Services,
Deborah Guy. “We were really hoping to
get some more young men to even out
the demographic. Unfortunately, their
grades, test scores, and extracurriculars
just didn’t match up to their female
counterparts. There was nothing we
could do.”
Many students, particularly men, have
expressed concern for this lack of equality
at the College, some even going so far as
to call this discrepancy “reverse sexism.”
“When I was accepted to PC, I think
it was around 50/50. Now they’re trying
to be more progressive and letting girls

Friar Dom promotes the equality of men and women enrollment at PC.

in just because they are girls. If you ask
me, we are not going to have equality
until guys get the same treatment,” said
Manny Splain ’19.
Faculty are also disturbed by this
increasing trend of a majority female
student body, as it could be disruptive to
the learning environment that PC fosters
and strives to create. With such a large
number of women, men’s ability to focus
and complete assignments in a timely
manner might be interrupted.
“They have proved to be a distraction
to men for centuries. Whether it is their
attire, the way they sit, or how they
speak, men simply cannot dedicate their
attention to the class material if there
are so many women around,” said Dr.
Joseph Broski, director of the male studies
program.
In response to this outrage, admissions
has been discussing a proposal for an
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admissions plan for male students. While
they are unable to match the academic
achievements of the women who apply,
the College believes it would be unfair to
deprive men of the opportunity to attend
due to their disadvantage.
“It’s still very much in the works. We
are hoping to have a definitive plan for
the program by the summer, so that we
can implement it for the next group of
prospective students,” said Guy. “There
are so many men who do not have the
luxury of attending college, and we want
to make it easier for them. They should
have the same opportunities as any
woman.”
With many of their accomplishments
being overlooked, the College crafted
this proposal with the thousands of men
who cannot quite meet the requirements
in mind. This proposal aims to bring PC
into a brighter, more equal future.

American
Must-NOT-Reads
Life is too short to read everything, or for that matter read at all. This column, brought to you by professors
in American studies, history, and English, highlights the books they claim you simply cannot let pass, even
though we all know you're probably skipping right over this. If you made it this far, though, good for you!
Might as well keep reading!
by Earnest Heming-this-way
Guest Writer
READ IT
Time: 1957. Place: Westchester
County. Season: autumn. Spencer
Melbourne has rocketed up the
corporate ladder at Westinghouse,
purchased a burgundy Cadillac,
stocked his closet with shirts from
Seville Row, laid by ample fine scotch,
and imported at no small expense an
antique Spanish humidor in which to
keep lush his fine supply of premium
cigars from Havana.
His beautiful wife, three years his
junior, third in her class in elocution
at Vassar, cooks pot-roasts on Fridays.
The children, Henry and Wendy,
seven and five, adore daddy, whom
they seldom see. They insist on
age-inappropriate dandling and
contemplate with happy eyes his
Swiss pocket-watch. Their smiles are
traces of angels.
So, who can be surprised by
Spencer’s misery? Who can blame
him for his abject despair? So hard
to capture: men have feelings.
Such feelings! Such sadness! Such
sonorous
implacable
malaise!

The Second World War changed
everything. America promised so
much, delivered nothing. Life is a
vacuous treadmill, a grey dream, a
gargantuan waste.
Only a genius could capture it.
Only Milbank, the best stylist since
Thomas Wolfe, could have rendered
it in virtual lyrical marble.
Published in 1962, this poignant
addendum to the Spencer Melbourne
trilogy has something for everyone:
cisgender men of Northern European
extraction playing poker. Cisgender
men of Northern European extraction
playing golf. Cisgender men of
Northern European extraction trying,

just trying, to get their wives to see,
to get them to understand.
The solace of Spencer’s adultery
with his secretary, Dottie, hardly
bridges the existential chasm. His
secret bets on the Dodgers, made
with his wife’s tuition money for
vocal lessons, do not fill the hole.
Yet again, Milbank shows us the
struggle of his tragic hero to be both
the invisible universal subject and
happy. Impossible!
Spencer in the Stetson of Gray
delivers writing that only the very
best cisgender man of Northern
European extraction could possibly
pull off. One for the ages.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NYPL.GETARCHIVE.NET

This work of fiction takes place in Westchester, NY, an affluent suburb in the tri-state area.
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Can You Spot the Fake News?
All of these news stories seem unbelievable, but only one of
them really is. Can you figure out which story is actually fake?
The answer will be in next week’s issue!
“Need A Can’t-Miss Wheel Of Cheese?
Try Playing It Some Hip-Hop”

“Standoff Ends Between Unmanned
Cruise Ship And Railroad Bridge”

“Man Inadvertently Proves That
Hipsters Look Alike By Mistaking
Photo As Himself”

“City Creates ‘Texting’ Lane on Freeway
to Accomodate Millenial Drivers”

“German Town Sees A Smurf Invasion,
As Thousands Gather To Break World
Record”

“Artist Building Giant Cheese Wall
Along U.S.-Mexico Border”

“Vandals Steal Head Of 800-Year-Old
Mummy In Ireland”

“Judge Orders Man Not To Drink Pepsi
While On Probation”

rrr

Across
Down 5. Hawaii
8. Smith Lawn
Last
2. Showers 7. Pastel
10. Daffodil
Week’s 1. Easter
3. Benjamin 9. Spring Fever
12. Lacrosse
4. Twelve
Answers 6. Spring Ahead 13. Vernal Equinox Franklin 11. Red Sox
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Lost Dog!
Please Call Providence
College if Seen.

Ever Dream of Playing
College Basketall?

Coach Cooley will hold open
Basketball Tryouts for the
Providence College Men’s
Baskteball Team
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Make your Own Flame!

Name: Huxley
Height: 5’4”
Weight: N/A

Call 1(800) - LostPCPup if
you have any information

PC presents...

Board of Obnoxious Event Planners
is Hosting a Make Your Own Flame
Night in McPhail’s

Foxy Lady Day Trip!

Get ready for a fun night of dancing,
socializing, and meeting Providence
locals!
- April 1 from 2 A.M.-5 AM.
- Tickets $500 at Slavin Ticket Desk
- Tickets pay for admission and one
drink (+21)

Faux-tography
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BELOW: Since the E-sports team’s transition
from a club team to a Division I sport,
multiple Providence College students have
received a scholarship for online gaming,
which will go into effect on April 1, 2019. The
scholarship includes a full ride, unlimited
McPhail’s popcorn, an 80 inch flat screen TV,
guaranteed apartment housing as a
freshman, and VIP access to the Alumni
Dining Hall on Sundays. The student
pictured requested for his identity to be kept
anonymous in order to avoid the fame that
comes with being a Division I athlete.

ABOVE: Student spends her
afternoon lost inside of the
torch in Calabria Plaza while
on a search for Veritas. This
search was induced by an
ongoing existential crisis due
to excessive amounts of
philosophy and DWC
classes. As of March 28, 2019,
Veritas is yet to be found and
the crisis persists.
RIGHT: Pictured is a
Morality Alignment Chart.
In said chart, Providence
College icons are represented
by their general moral and
personal attitudes. After
interviewing the candidates,
the Scowl has determined
their true moral standings.
No bribes were accepted in
the making of this chart.

CAM ERAS ’20/ THE SCOWL

Photos by Someone With Too Much Free Time ’19, Staff Photographer

SAM SUNG ’21/ THE SCOWL

JUD G. MENT ’21/ THE SCOWL

Memes of
Providence College
. . . and it shows.

*Inhales*

Let Me In

Weird Flex

Nobody Asked You.

Thank U, Next.

Photos compiled by your Sleep Paralysis Demon, Resident Meme God
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Kultural
Appropriation
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McPhail’s Staff Joins Toto in Africa

March 28, 2019

Taking Some Time to Do the Things They Never Had
by Rosanna Melanie
Kultural Appropriation Staff
MUSIC
After several months of desperately
trying to catch the attention of Toto,
the famous American rock band
responsible for musical gems such
as “Lovers in the Night,” “99,” “Gift
with a Golden Gun,” and, of course,
“Georgy Porgy,” the McPhail’s staff
just might have managed to pull off
their greatest achievement yet: scoring
an invitation to travel to Africa with
the 16 members of the band still living.
In addition to making milkshakes
free, selling bottomless baskets of
mozzarella sticks for only three dollars,
and refurbishing Noel Acciari’s old
Friars hockey stick for doing Stoli
shots, the McPhail’s bar staff has been
playing Toto’s 1982 smash flop “Africa”
on loop for the past few semesters.
Several employees have claimed to
even love the song, with one staff
member commenting to this reporter
that “the drums are just wicked
awesome, y’know? Like, it has such
a smooth vibe that really helps us get
into the milkshake-making groove.”
The most popular time for playing
the song tends to be Sunday evenings,
when the emptiness of McPhail’s most
closely resembles the deserted plains of

the Serengeti described so wistfully in
the lyrics. Obviously impressed by the
heights of Kilimanjaro and Olympus, it
has been rumored that McPhail’s staff
first played “Africa” to pay tribute to
the Calabria torch rising above Slavin
Lawn in the fall of 2017. But as soon
as they heard the song, it became
clear to employees that the real Africa
Toto sings about is PC itself. Even this
reporter agrees that at first listen, the
PC BrosTM can sound a lot like wild
dogs crying out on a drunken Saturday
night.

Having unilaterally decided to
eschew the ancient “Finlandia” melody
in favor of David Paich’s soft rock/
jazz fusion rhythms as the new alma
mater, the McPhail’s staff even went
to such lengths as to create a Spotify
playlist consisting of only “Africa.” In a
recent chat with one of the bartenders,
I was told this was a deliberate choice,
as the staff is hoping to create a new
viral sensation to be known as getting
“Toto’d,” which would replace the
current trend of rick-rolling. When I
asked for the identity of the mastermind

PHOTO COURTESY OF TIMON AND PUMBA

One of the most moving and emotional parts of the trip was the visit to Pride Rock, pictured
above.

behind the idea, my source somewhat
testily informed me he was never
gonna give up the name.
Though the McPhail’s staff has yet
to achieve internet-sensation status,
the constant looping of one of Toto’s
most obscure songs did manage to
capture the band’s attention. The band
of old men stopped by McPhail’s on
their way to a concert in Pawtucket,
with the hopes of meeting the people
responsible for the exponential rise
in playbacks of their quadruple
scrap-metal song. The grad assistant
working that night admitted that she
hadn’t recognized them, mistaking
them for oddly-dressed alum trying to
buy some boozy milkshakes. Instead,
the band members had come with an
invitation: after 37 years of restlessly
longing for some recognition of their
wildly unpopular song, they’d decided
to take some time to do the things they
never had and actually visit Africa, so
how would the McPhail’s employees
like to join them?
After some mild hesitation, the staff
has agreed to accompany the band,
and will be leaving for Africa in May.
Planned stops include the Serengeti,
Mount Kilimanjaro, and the Namib
Desert, where another rare super-fan of
the musical dud has installed a solarpowered MP3 player to play “Africa”
on loop for the next 55 million years.

The Date Card Is Here

Grab Your Virgin Margaritas, Colton’s Season Is Over
by The Final Rose
Kultural Appropriation Staff

TELEVISION
Take advantage of this time, Scowlers.
It’s Bachelor off-season—thank God
Chris Harrison. ABC steals our time and
our souls for 12 weeks a year, 24 if you
count The Bachelorette, 30 if you count the
car wreck that is Bachelor in Paradise. We
must savor the Monday nights we spend
not chugging bottles of cheap rosé for two
hours. Now that self-proclaimed (but does
anyone really believe it?) virgin Colton
Underwood’s season is over, I’ve been
using my Monday nights to decipher what
exactly I subjected myself to over the past
three months. Let’s dive in.
The season started off as the most
dramatic season ever. And I’ll give you that
one, Chris, it was. But only because every
contestant that made it past the first .2
weeks of filming was under the age of 24.
Some of them graduated college in 2018
*Alabama Hannah.*
Just picture pulling up to the mansion
fresh off of a night at Foxwoods and
spackling the walls of your house so a
certain someone named Bob will give
you your security deposit back and that
means you can buy yourself one last
Anthony’s sandwich before flying passed
the empanada truck towards I-95 one final
time.
I digress—Colton was very specific
about what he wanted this season. To be
married and engaged to someone who
loved him as much as he loved her. Which
honestly, feels like a) ugh, gag and b) a lot

to ask for. Let’s be real ladies, we’re all
just biding our time until we can marry
rich—people still marry for love these
days? So naturally, as a football player
(barely), Colton followed this game plan
(barely). He sent home every single girl
who gave him what he wanted—love,
undying devotion, and the promise of both
kidneys—and picked the one girl who
clearly didn’t want him: Cassie.
Don’t get me wrong, we all love Cassie.
Mostly because she realized that she was
23 and her sister basically told her on her
hometown date that there are better, richer
fish in the sea, and she shouldn’t settle
down with the first guy who promises
her a life of sub-par make-outs. Cassie
immediately was like f**k, and tried to
escape.
But Colton essentially gave her no way
out and now here we are. What kind of
girl rejects a guy for a second time after
he jumped an 8-foot fence for her? Could
you imagine the hate mail that girl would
get? We hear you Cassie! If you want to
escape—blink once. If you really think
you’re going to marry him—blink 45 times.
On night, two hour seven of this
season’s finale (right about the time when
Chris introduced “legendary band” Air
Supply *all of America googles “who is
Air Supply?”*) I decided that enough is
enough. I won’t let ABC bully me into
watching this anymore.
But then I woke up the next day and
found out that Alabama Hannah started
filming for her season of The Bachelorette
in Newport this week and I immediately
marked next season’s premiere date in my
calendar. C’est la vie.

GRAPHIC DESIGN BY DYLAN O’BRIEN ’21

Following the success of Colton’s season, ABC has decided to release a
movie spinoff, loosely based on The Maze Runner, next fall.
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New Reality Show to Come from Dunkin’ Cam Footage
by Big Brother ’84
Kultural Appropriation Staff
TELEVISION
Entertainment or invasion of
privacy? That is the question on
everyone’s mind, as it has come to
light that Providence College has
sold the rights from the footage
from the Dunkin’ camera to a toptier television production company.
The Dunkin’ camera is a staple
at PC, and every student has used
it to stalk their friends and see if
they will pick up a coffee for them
at one point or another.
The
television
production
company has said that they are
developing a reality TV show called
Friartown: The Dunkin’ Intervention
based on the real events captured
on the Dunkin’ cam.
One of the television producers,
Star Bucks, came up with the idea
when he was visiting his niece at
PC. He said, “I was standing in the
Dunkin’ line waiting to grab coffee
for my niece and her friends when
a young female mooned a Dunkin’
employee because Dunkin’ would
only give her a small ice water
instead of a large to nurse her
hangover. I knew then that this
would be a great TV show.”
A representative from Dunkin’
named Duncan said, “We have
heard of recent problems of
students being hospitalized due
to caffeine overdoses so hopefully

PHOTO COURTESY OF GEORGE ORWELL

The first promotional poster for the show, pictured above, was released last week.

this TV show will bring to light the
very serious problem of caffeine
addiction. We have also pledged
to donate to the local Caffeine
Anonymous chapter of Providence
College for every time one of the
students says ‘Wicked.’”
The reality show will feature live
footage from the Dunkin’ cam every
week, but there is an additional twist.
Every week Casey Affleck, selfproclaimed mayor of Dunkin’,
will stage an intervention with
one of the students regarding their
addiction to caffeine. Casey Affleck
said, “As the mayor of Dunkin’
it is my responsibility to make
sure that all the people are using
its products responsibly. I’m not
just the mayor—I’m the freakin’
Sherriff of Dunkin.’”
The campus has had mixed
reactions to this news. Tae’shawn
Beans ’21 said, “Yeah, bro this is
wicked unchill of PC. No one should
tell me how much coffee to drink. If
I could I would IV that shit into my
veins.”
Ariana Grande ’19 said, “Omg
I’ve always wanted to be famous,
so this is the perfect opportunity.
Also, if it’s like the jumbotron at
the Dunkin’ Donuts Center I’d
expect students to be killing their
coffee in one chug. I’d watch that.”
The reality show will begin airing
this fall every Monday night at 7 p.m.
to ensure that it has all the footage
it needs from the crazy weekend
shenanigans that PC students are
known for.

Schuul: A Vaping Experience for College Kids

The Newest Product in the JUUL Line to Launch August 2019
by Missing Mango Pods ’20
Kultural Appropriation Staff
LIFESTYLE
Whether it be with a JUUL, vape pen, or some
other device, vaping has become part of the
everyday life for many college-aged students
today. JUUL, one of the leading electronic cigarette
companies, has recognized this demand and
has decided to take advantage of this demand.
Rather than having students use a typical JUUL,
the company has created a whole new e-cigarette
called Schuul specifically designed to meet the
demands of college students.
The Schuul e-cigarette will feature the same
kind of vaping system as one would find in a JUUL
with e-liquid cigarette cartridges, or pods. The
design of the Schuul, however, will be much more
efficient for students, as it will look similar to the
standard BIC pen.
Students can also get their Schuul personalized
for an extra cost by ordering the Schuul directly
through JUUL’s website. This personalization
feature, JUUL believes, will attract students, as
they can now customize and personalize their own
Schuul without having to etch it into or tape it onto
the device itself.
The pods will come in the standard flavors JUUL
pods already come in, with some fun, new featured
flavors specifically designed for the new device. The
names of these flavors will be inspired by courses
taken by the average college student.
Such flavors include English Cucumber, Marketing
Mint, Biology Blueberry, Finance French Toast, and more.
JUUL also recognizes that college students tend
to lose their JUULs on a regular basis. To try and
help solve this problem, the company is planning
on putting a tracking device in every Schuul that
one can then sync to their phone through a new
app the company is creating. This app will not
only track the student’s Schuul, but will also gauge
and monitor how much juice is left in one’s pod.
The company is hoping that this feature will help

students not only keep track of their Schuuls, but
also their pods, in the long run.
Price is also a large component JUUL took
into account when creating their new device.
The company recognizes that college students tend
to have limited funds and live on a budget, so they
wanted to make the Schuul affordable for the average
college student. The device itself will cost $20 with a
$5 customization charge to students who use their
college ID with their purchase. A pack of four pods
will start at a cost of $10 and will be made available
in any location that already sells JUUL pods.
While the device is made to target college

students, JUUL does recognize that their current
product is only available for purchase for people of
the age 21 or older. JUUL also knows, however, that
18-year-olds, who are the typical age of freshmen
college students, can legally buy cigarettes and
other smoking products where they are sold.
In recognition of this, JUUL has decided that
Schuul pods will have a lower nicotine dosage
than JUUL pods in order to reduce the health risks
that come with vaping and e-cigarettes.
The company hopes to release the Schuul by August
2019 so that students can purchase the product right
before returning to college for the fall semester.

PHOTO COURTESY OF 50 NIC

With Schuul’s unique design, students can now discreetly rip their JUUL in the middle of Civ lecture.
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Dot Coming to Netflix

Netflix Original (Dot)umentary to Premiere This Fall
by Sugar Ray Dining ’21
Kultural Appropriation Staff
TELEVISION
As you walk into Raymond Dining
Hall on any weekday, you will more
than likely hear the voice of a sweet
woman sitting at the front podium.
As she sits there, swiping in stressed
and hungry college students, you will
always see a smile on her face, greeting
students and asking, “How is everyone
doing?”
This woman is Mary “Dot” Marcello,
a Sodexo employee who never fails to
brighten the day of any Providence
College student who goes to Ray during
the week. While her job of swiping
students into the dining hall may seem
simple, the enthusiasm and kindness
she shows towards PC students makes
her one of the most well-known and
well-liked figures on campus.
To give Dot the honor and respect
she well deserves, the PC community
has hired a Netflix documentary crew
to do a one-hour special documentary
on her life, both on and off campus. “I Dot is expected to be a chart-topping documentary.
think this documentary will be truly
inspirational and uplifting to all those the swiping process, and more.
can brighten their worst days, even if
who watch it,” said Father Brian Stanley,
The crew filmed many of Dot’s just for a minute.
O.P., when asked about the idea. “Dot is conversations with students as she
The documentary also follows Dot’s
a figure on this campus that should be swiped them into Ray, not only daily life at home, but PC students will
recognized more for what she does for showing the love and kindness Dot has just have to watch the one-hour feature
our students.”
for students, but that the students have on Netflix to find out more about that.
For the documentary, Dot was for her.
The documentary features other
followed around for two weeks,
Several students were interviewed for well-known and loved Sodexo
showing the cameras the ins and outs of the documentary as well. All interviewees employees, including Fran and Sonia.
working in Raymond Dining Hall. The talked about how much they love Dot, When asked about the documentary,
crew followed Dot into the depths of some saying she is like a grandmother Stuart G. Little, general manager of
Ray, showing all of the food preparation, to them, others commenting on how she Sodexo, commented, “It is great to see

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE NEWS

so many of our employees get featured
on something like this and getting the
recognition they deserve for all their
hard work.”
Netflix has announced that the
release of the documentary will be the
first week of September 2019. The PC
community is excited for the release,
and the Board of Programmers (BOP)
is already planning a viewing party
for the documentary to be held on its
premiere night in McPhail’s.

Avengers Update: Thanos out, Barney in
by Groot and Friends ’22
Kultural Appropriation Staff
FILM
In stunning news out of Marvel Cinematic
Universe, the main antagonist of the Avengers
series, Thanos, has been removed from the
upcoming film during final cuts. Marvel announced
the news last Tuesday in a press release.
“Dear beloved fans,” stated the release. “In order
to soften the blow that we’re sure you will all feel,
we felt it our responsibility to inform you prior to
the release of Endgame that Thanos will not reprise
his role as the Mad Titan. Here at Marvel we strive to
give our audience the ultimate viewing experience,
and we feel that Thanos simply no longer connects
with our intended patrons. Nevertheless, we would
like to thank Thanos for the countless hours of work
he contributed to making the Marvel Universe, as
special as it is. We wish him the best of luck in all
his future endeavors.”
Speculation has arisen that this break from the
massive purple villain is a signal that Marvel will
look to rebrand following the death of its creative
leader, Stan Lee. Reports out of New York City
suggest that the production company is looking to
become more kid friendly, and, as journalist Wolf
Blitzer puts it, “a big, scary, muscular, deep-voiced
villain simply will not connect with the children of
this day and age.”
The axing of Thanos from production has left
many fans wondering just exactly who or what
would fill his void in the upcoming film. As it turns
out, we might have an answer to this question via
a cryptic tweet sent out by the Russo brothers, the
directors of the Avengers franchise. The tweet,
sent out mere hours after Marvel’s announcement,
simply read, “Barney.”
In under a day, the tweet amassed hundreds of
thousands of retweets and responses online. The

general consensus made by the public was that it
meant that Barney, former star of the hit PBS show
Barney and Friends, was to come out of retirement
to take over the role of big purple supervillain in
Endgame.
Rumors ran rampant on the internet until
reporters caught up with Joe Russo outside of his
Florida residence the following day. While initially
reluctant to talk about the speculation, Russo finally
gave the media some answers later that night after
it became apparent that they were not going to
leave. “Yes, it’s true,” said Russo when asked if
Barney was indeed set to take over Thanos’s role in

the movie. “You know, we loved the whole purple
thing with Thanos, but the guy was just too scary.
Barney connects with kids everywhere, while being
just as purple as Thanos ever was. The dinosaur’s
also a brilliant musician. Name Thanos’ last great
hit? See. You can’t. Barney has had us singing ‘I
Love You’ and the ‘Clean Up Song’ since we were
five.”
Barney and Friends last aired in 2009, and many
are wondering if Barney still has it after 10 years
away from the cinematic spotlight. Marvel fans will
have to wait and see for themselves when Avengers:
Endgame premiers in theaters on April 26.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TONY STARK

Barney said in a recent interview, “Look out, friends! There’s a whole new side of Barney coming to screens near you!”
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Having Trouble Finding Parking on Campus?
Well, problem solved!
Students can now park on the lawn of the
famous Harkins Hall, on the newly planted
lawn of the Ryan Center for Buisness
Studies, and on the recently turfed Chapey
Field!
Cheapest
thing at PC!

Only $2,500.01!!!
For only $2,500.01, students can purchase an All-Access Parking
Pass to certain designated locations.
Parents, do not let your child receive another bulls$@t Providence
College parking ticket. Purchase your ticket today!

Starving Artists
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National Black Forest Cake Day

Milkshake Man: A Smooth and Creamy
Parody of “Piano Man” by Billy Joel
by Little Wit
Hungry Artist
MAGIC FINGERS

It’s just another milkshake Wednesday
The regular crowd shuffles in
Father Tom is sitting next to me
Wishing these barstools would spin.
He says, son, can you mix something milky
I don’t know the right milk ratio
But it’s smooth and it’s sweet and I drank it complete
Topped with some crushed Oreos
La la la, di da da
La la, di da da dum
Make us a shake, mister milkshake man
Make us a shake tonight
Well, we’re all in the mood for something creamy
And you’re going to mix it just right.
Now Mack at the bar is a friend of mine
He gives me popcorn for free
And he’s quick with a joke that’ll help us all cope
With the Civ that we don’t want to read
He says, “Fr. Tom please please pray for me,”
As he cleaned off the counter space
“My Civ paper, I haven’t gotten far
It’s only a page double spaced”
Oh, la la la, di da da
La la, di da da dum
Fr. Peter Smarter is a Frisbee beast
Who has put God first in his life
And he’s talking with Larry in the seminary
And probably will be for life.
And the sophomores are practicing ping pong tricks
As the bio majors continue to groan
They’re sharing the fear of the upcoming quiz
That their professor refused to postpone.
Make us a shake, mister milkshake man
Make us a shake tonight
Well, we’re all in the mood for something creamy
And you’re going to mix it just right.
It’s a pretty good crowd for a Wednesday
And the manager gives me a smile
Cause he knows it’s been me they’ve been coming to see
To sip through a straw for a while
And the popcorn is popping without end
And it’s starting to smell in here
And they sit at the bar with two bucks to spend
And say, “Mack when can you serve us some beer?”
Oh, la la la, di da da
La la, di da da dum
Make us a shake, mister milkshake man
Make us a shake tonight
Well, we’re all in the mood for something creamy
And you’re going to mix it just right.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY KELIS

A Friartown Tale

D

Children's Picture Book Day

		
erek couldn’t quite hear what
his mom was saying on the other line of
the phone over the noise in Slavin. She was
calling again about how he needs to get a
job, but all Derek heard was bits and pieces
like, “Slavin 108 - can’t wait,” “How is your
diet?” or “Why is there a Facebook photo of
you jumping and flossing on stage at Black
& White Ball?” Derek hung up because she
was asking far too many questions, and he
could barely hear a word over the chanting
of receipt numbers from Dunkin' employees.
“2969!!!!” roared a young employee. After
looking both ways and seeing that nobody
was coming forth, the employee grows
red in the face. Derek often finds himself
wondering why they don’t stick to smaller
numbers, instead of, say, four-digit ones.
“I swear on all that is heavenly and good,
if 2969 doesn’t come out RIGHT NOW—I
will pour this entire medium iced caramel
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by Medium Iced Caramel Swirl Whole Milk ’20
Famished Artist
THE BROTHERS GRIMM RUN ON DUNKIN'

swirl black with SKIM all up on myself!”
The employee has become unhinged. Derek
ponders why someone would order a black
coffee if they wanted to put skim milk in it
in the first place. He flinches at the mental
image and orders from the unsuspecting
kiosk in the corner. Derek likes the
touchscreen because most customers don’t
know about its existence yet, and it allows
for him to skip the line. Just then Derek’s
phone rings and he answers, expecting it to
be his mother again.
“Look Mom, I’m on Handshake more
frequently than Twitter, my diet is fine—I
eat vegan chicken nuggets at Ray because
I’m pretentious, and yes, I did jump up on
stage, I admit it, but it was only to prove my
point that men can dance too!”
“Derek?” says Lucille on the other end.
“Well butter me up and call me Tuesday,”
Derek says instinctively, and he curses

himself quietly for it. A Friars Club member
gives Derek a grimacing and warning look
as she ushers her tour group of accepted
students to the worst possible place to stop
in front of: Dunks, between the bookstore
and the PCTV station.
Lucille is Derek’s date from Boston that he
had invited to Providence for the day.
“Well, uh, what’s up?” Derek asks meekly,
as he glances at the Dunkin' employee who
kept true to his word and has drenched
himself with skim sugary goodness. He’s
now on a rampage, screaming barbarically,
and has placed his head underneath the cold
brew tap.
“Well, it’s just—I’m at the station? Didn’t
we have a date today? Did you forget?”
Derek had completely forgotten.
“Wha? I would never forget! I’m on my
way!” Derek hangs up and sprints up the
Slavin stairs, heading for the heavy glass
doors. But before he can reach the handle,
a voice calls out to him from the shadowy
corner. There a booth of students, smiling
and clutching stickers, pens, and iced
lemonade, with a banner reading: “FRIARS
GIVE BACK.” Derek is in a rush, but he
sighs and backpedals to the students.
“If everyone donates a dollar, we can
build a new facility!” exclaims the cheery
and innocent volunteer. Derek is unamused
but decides he must right this wrong.
“First off, you think I have a dollar? This
school costs upwards of $63,000 in tuition,
and you want me to give you a dollar—
for what, another athletic building?” The
student running the booth is taken aback
but nods her head.
“For the basketbal-” she starts. Derek puts
up his hand.
“No, not after this season.”
GRAPHIC DESIGN COURTESY OF YOUNG, DUMB, & BROKE

by Got Headz? ’20
Peckish Artist
SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES

Exit the highway at your first adult
club and take a right. Follow the
road until you come to two more
exotic clubs where you will take
a left past the homeless guy.
Follow the "In Pain? Call Wayne!"
billboards and unchained pitbulls,
and your destination, Providence
College, will be on the left.

PORTFOLIO
STARVING
ARTISTS
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Weed Appreciation Day

Horoscopes
Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Pisces
Feb. 19-March 20

Aries
March 21-April 19

You have definitely had a lot on your plate recently,
Aquarius. But don’t fret; there is a perfect solution
to managing your hectic life: abandon every
responsibility you currently have. Have your first
job interview coming up? Cancel it. Have some
PC parking tickets that you still need to pay off in
order to graduate in May? Just simply don’t pay
them, nbd. Promised your professor you’d go to
“mandatory office hours” to go over your 30-page
research paper? Don’t go. Although this may sound
like the worst idea ever, please be rest assured that
doing this will truly set you free. Good luck!

Are you in for a treat, Leo. It’s transport season in
Friartown and your name is next on the list for an ambie
ride to Fatima Hospital. Beware of the Spring Concert
for danger lurks at every corner and be wary of the
undercover cops at Golf Party. On the other hand, one
(or both) of these events is most likely going to cause
your downfall, so you might as well say screw it and
buy five sleeves of Dr. McGillicuddy's shots. Down
them in front of your favorite RA at Spring Concert or
in the presence of a group of cops on Eaton Street to put
you out of your inevitable misery. Hope this helps :)

Daughter of the fishmonger, the stars will align
for you in the next blood moon! You will find
your merman in the sea and when you do he will
completely change your life forever. By that I mean
you will receive herpes, even though he said this
was his first time. But don’t worry, the health center
offers testing for STDs so better get on that.

Woah, slow down there Virgo! You’re going way
too fast. Learn to live your life in retrograde.
You will burn brighter and shine longer. Or just
drink yourself into oblivion. This is a perfectly
acceptable solution. And, as an added bonus, you
might meet a special someone! But beware, this
lover will not stay for breakfast in the morning,
because to be honest Virgo, you sort of suck. Sorry,
this is the moon saying this, not me.

Aries, you may be the god of war, but you would
give Dionysus a run for his money at a party. I
mean that 20 second keg stand was impressive,
even Jennifer thought you were amazing. As the
rings of Saturn begin to align, you will have the
most amazing party of your life this weekend.
That is if you can make it through the papers,
tests, group projects, and journal entries that your
teachers are going to throw at you tomorrow. But as
every Dunkin’ cup says, “You got this.”

Dear, sweet Libra. You have a heart of gold, and
the shoes to match! Everything is going perfectly
for you. Is there nothing you can’t do? Except for
graduating of course. It is a goal of yours to stay in
college forever, and you have the grades to do it.
I mean really, Libra, Organic Chemistry is just not
that hard. The moons recommend that you call up
your parents immediately and get them to bribe
the Dean’s office. You could get them to “donate”
to Friars Give in your name. Or you know, just
pay your tuition. That’s the real gift that keeps on
giving.

Bullheaded and full of toxic masculinity, you
believe that you will go far in life and maybe
you will. However, to do this you must first
purge yourself of your negative chakras by
drinking a gallon of vinegar and then drink the
nectar of the gods aka a case race of natty lights.
If you survive the purity process, you will be
rewarded with $200 in PC cash.

Scorpio simply put, you are craaazy. You could
care less about other people, and pride yourself
on breaking hearts and busting bank accounts!
Keep your wild side in check tonight, one very
attractive PC mascot is going to catch your eye.
Besides that, today is your day to continue being
~spontaneous~ and ~zany.~

Taurus
April 20-May 20

Hey Gemini.
You’re screwed.
Check back in tomorrow!

Gemini
May 21-June 20

Cancer
June 21-July 22

Ahh, Cancer. Take some deep breaths because we’re
on the verge of April, and you know what that means!
Profs are gonna be expecting that you’ve kept up with
the reading and don’t have work for any other classes.
The moons also know that you’re the mom friend, so
they made sure to give you the group projects with
the most childlike partners ever! Just remember that
in college it’s totally okay to sob uncontrollably, so feel
free to steal a few napkin dispensers from Alumni so
that you can blow your nose in class with recycled
materials.

Sagittarius, hang in there buddy. Things are finally
looking up for you, as an exciting spiritual and
personal journey awaits you. A new love interest
will accompany you on this experience, but it is
not certain your stars, will align. No need to worry!
Your spirits will be bussin, leading you to a new
found source of income. Unfortunately, you will
also discover that your family has secretly been
embezzling Friars Club for centuries. To clear your
family name, you will give tours every weekend for
the rest of your time at Providence College. Good
luck this Golf Party!
As an Earth sign, you are practical, stable, and real.
. But recently, you have been feeling as though this
practicality is resulting in a life of total boredom
and lack of romance. Well, good news, there are
ways to spice up your life. Now that Mercury is in
retrograde, it is time to let your freak flag fly. Have
you ever tried tequila? Once you learn to let loose
a little bit, your social life is sure to pick up. As for
your professional life, maybe put things on the
backburner. The moons are telling us that your job
prospects are slim. Try again in another lifetime.

Leo
July 23-Aug. 22

Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Libra
Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Scorpio
Ocr. 23-Nov. 21

Sagittarius
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19
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Take the Pee Out of PC
Reward to Expose the Exposed

by Detective Dom ’21
Malnourished Artist
YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE

I’m onto you.
It was March 2018. While
everyone on campus was
talking about bulletin boards,
a true, dark evil was taking
place in the St. Joseph's Hall
trash room. This would prove
to be the first scene of the
crime. At around 06:00 hours,
a first-year student reportedly
was taking out his trash
when he noticed a peculiar
assortment of Poland Spring
bottles circling the barrel of
the wastebasket. According to
his report, the bottles seemed
to have been placed delicately,
and most importantly were
halfway full of a dark yellow
liquid. That’s right, this is
the story of the serial Poland
pissah.
I had to take a look for
myself. After class, at around
15:00 hours, my partner Mikey
and I closed off the crime
scene with tape. I didn’t have
the authority to do this, but
ever since the report, people
have been avoiding the room
anyway.
“What do ya make of this,
chief?” Mikey asked me,
his dark eyes burning with
intensity.
“It’s bad, Mikey,” I said as
I removed my aviators. “This
might be the case to kill me.”
Mikey and I spent hours
interviewing fellow residents.
Most never answered their
doors, and that caused a bit of
confusion for Mikey. I told him
it’s because Fortnite, a popular
video game at the time, was
the new fad, and that most
guys were playing it instead
of answering our knocks. I
myself was yearning for the
next tier within my season
4 battle pass. Just then, it hit
me. Is it possible that Fortnite,
a game that’s so intense and
commands full attention, is the
reason the serial pissah cannot
make it to the toilet? I needed
to find the answers for myself.

I needed to do a stakeout.
I waited until 02:00 hours
with no activity, until suddenly
a dark hooded figure emerged
from the stairwell. The
shadow was bear hugging a
pile of water bottles. I knew I
had him now; it was time for a
citizen’s arrest.
“Stop, you fiend!” I yelled
as I chased him. I couldn’t
confirm his gender just then,
as with crafty villains such
as these, you can never count
out the most unlikely culprits.
That night I lost him just before
Stan Mansion.
The next day I read the
paper. The front page was
headlined:
“PC
PISSAH
STRIKES AGAIN,” and before
long I rushed into Mikey’s
office.
“Mikey! You fool!” I
screamed into his soft and
innocent face. “Do you even
know what you’ve started?!”
“What do you mean?”
Mikey asked, looking like he
was about to cry. Suddenly,
a bottle came in through the
open window. It was full of
urine and broke upon impact.
That was only the beginning;
soon enough PC was riddled
with pissah posers. There
weren’t enough garbage cans,
bottles lined the streets, but
oddly, for once, there was no
line for the bathroom during
school events. This went on for
months, and the real identity
of the original culprit leapt
back into the shadows. Justice
had failed us, and hope was
lost.
Until now. That’s right, he’s
back. Reports have emerged
from Cunningham, and worse
than that, he’s back to his old
pace. So if you’re out there,
I have a message for you:
I’m onto you. Last time you
evaded me, fine, I concede.
But this time, THIS TIME, you
will not take another leak into
a bottle without facing the
consequences. PC will have
justice, the world will have
justice, I, Detective Dom, will
have justice.

REWARD:
$150 PC
CASH ONLY

SKETCH BY SECURE IN MY MASCULINITY

National Something on a Stick Day
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Rodent Revolution
Int. The Hole in the Tree in the
McDermott-Aquinas-Meagher Quad-Day
Admiral Squeakers: Already
starting the meeting without me,
think you know a rodent.
General Hamlet: Don’t get your
whiskers in a bunch, Lieutenant
Furrycheeks and I were just
talking strategy.
Admiral Squeakers: Well
you are not going to be able
strategize without the mice, we
already have Suites under siege.
Lieutenant Furrycheeks: You
would do well to remember
Squeakers, that was because
of squirrel intelligence. We see
everything.
Admiral Squeakers: Sorry that
we don’t hide in the trashcans
like squirrels, Furrycheeks.
Brave mice are losing their lives
on the frontline in this neverending war.
General Hamlet: Fellow
rodents, please remember who
we are fighting against. The
humans have taken our homes
in trees away for hideous
statues, they have lessened
our food supply with more
humans going to Ray to cook,
and they have committed
genocide against our kind with
exterminators.
Lieutenant Furrycheeks:
Hamlet is right, we have to
remain united, Squeakers.

by Stuart Little
Ravenous Artist
VIVA LA VERMIN

Otherwise the humans will win.
Admiral Squeakers: I am sorry
for my rashness, I just haven’t
eaten enough. We have had to
ration our cheese since we lost
Ray to the humans.
General Hamlet: This war has
touched all of us. Let us proceed
with status updates. Furrycheeks,
will you start?
Lieutenant Furrycheeks: The

Admiral Squeakers (mouse) crawls in to find
General Hamlet (hamster) and Lieutenant
Furrycheeks (squirrel) talking about campus
domination.

squirrels have noticed that winter
is hitting hard but may be ending
soon. The students have begun
preparing for darty season. We
believe this will be the best time
to strike with most of the campus
being empty and the students
inebriated.
Admiral Squeakers: We heard
that the humans’ leader, a socalled “Father Stanley,” is back.

Will this present a problem for
our plans?
Lieutenant Furrycheeks: No, we
do not foresee this man getting in
our way since the students are the
ones that have been fighting us
on the frontlines. This man would
only be able to employ Physical
Plant as backup, but we have
reason to believe this is a nonexistent entity.
General Hamlet: Moving on,
the hamsters have begun slowly
infecting the students with gerbil
diseases in order to make them
weak, and we have seized the
tunnels under Howley so they
will have no place to hide.
Admiral Squeakers: Finally, the
mice are doing what we can in
Suites, but it is a losing battle. The
students have created new and
cruel traps that use the mice’s
desire for cheese in order to
capture them on top of their usual
defenses of throwing empty Natty
Light cans at us. The mice cannot
take much more of this, we need
to strike soon.
General Hamlet: The humans’
day of reckoning will come soon
Squeakers, and the rodents will
rule this campus once more.
Divided we fall, but together we
can take our homes back from
these maniacs.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY RODENSTPIERRE

@overheardcowloffice
Like the government, we're always listening

"I don't care about your f*cking rash." -A caring friend
*McPhail's blasting Shallow by Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper* "This is deadass my anthem." -A broken soul
"I can be liable for a MURDER." -A potential felon
"Dude, how'd you feel after you threw up that brewskie?" -A concerned bro
"No, I don't wanna buy two bacon-egg-and-cheeses for $5." -Everyone who uses the Dunkin' app
"You should go back to therapy. Nicky needs you, and you need Nicky." -A friend trying to save a relationship
"I gave you a fry...a whole one." -A ruthless Take3 fiend
"Kris Jenner is the Einstein of our time." -An intellect
"UUUUUUGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHH" -Every other person who passes the office
"I call it... No Man's Land." "Ahhhh, it is, No Man's Land." -Physical Plant Wokers
"I really like your shoes, man." -Aspiring fashionista
"I'll be through my third wife...or life. Not sure, yet." -Magic Mike
PHOTO COURTESY OF WEHEARALL
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L istomania*

2020 Presidential Candidates
Real

Fantasy

Beto O'Rourke

Michelle Obama

Bernie Sanders

Cardi B

Kamala Harris

Guy Fieri

Julián Castro

Oprah

Elizabeth Warren

Ken Burns

Kirsten Gillibrand

Harambe

Pete Buttigieg

Kanye

Cory Booker

Deez Nutz

Amy Klobuchar

Your Mom

Jay Inslee

Putin

John Hickenlooper

Paul Rudd

Joe Biden

Dean Sears

Donald Drumpf

Dot/Fran

*This is a satirical page that does not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

by Dom-pelgänger ’19
Hungry, Hungry Artist

WHO'S THE DOM NOW

Making PC an emotionally stable place
one letter at a time.
My roommate is always in
the room even when I have
my girlfriend over. We really
just want to have some time
to ourselves, but he is not
getting the hints. How do I
subtly sexile my roommate?
Sincerely,
Tense and Frustrated
Dear Mild and Sexiled,
If your roommate is having
difficulty taking hints, I
would recommend being
very straightforward with
him. When you say “Yeah
we were thinking of just
staying in and watching a
movie” and his response is
“Oh me too. Way too tired to
go out,” recommend he hang
out at a friend’s place. Or,
text him directly, and nicely,
requesting some alone time
with the room. It is a shared
space, after all. You signed
the roommate agreement too,
and it is a rite of passage to
be sexiled in college.
Best,

T i ff
Dear Tense,
Doesn’t your girlfriend have
a room, too? Seems like it’s
only fair for her to give it
a go with her roommates,
especially if she’s actually
into you. If she’s not even
willing to ask them, she
probably doesn’t even want
to have sex with you. So,
either back off and focus on
the companionship or look
for someone who’s more
down to clown.
Rolling my eyes at you
straight people,

EARL
PHOTOS COURTESY OF WORDPRESS.COM AND MOZIRU.COM
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ADVERTISEMENT

See Your
Ad Here!
Email Our Managing Editor
at cowlads@thecowl.com
SENIORS: CAP AND GOWN DAY 2019 IS COMING
(One day only!)
Tuesday,April
April2 2
Wednesday,
‘64 Hall, Slavin Center 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
One-Stop Shopping event
Free Food and Refreshments!

is
Commencement 2019 just
ar
o

*Pick up your cap and gown
*Pick up your Senior Packet
un
*Pick up your guest tickets
d
th *Get your number in line
ec
or
ne
r

Can’t Get Enough Cowl? Follow us on social media!

@TheCowl

@TheCowl
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Athletes Earn Dumb Money
Mookie Betts Signs a $1 Billion Contract
by Coco Crisp ’19
Sports Staff
CRICKET
Los Angeles Angels standout Mike
Trout celebrated a record-breaking
contract agreement announced March
20, 2019. The contract is worth $426.5
million and was dubbed the largest
deal in North American sports history,
according to Major League Baseball.
Trout has been with the Angels since
2011 and has earned All-Star accolades
seven times and was named American
League MVP twice. The contract spans
12 years. Following the announcement
was an outpouring of commentary on
the sizeable contract. It was predicted
that this would usher in a new trend of
unfathomably large contracts, which
proved entirely correct.
Unfortunately for Trout, the
excitement surrounding his contract
was quickly overshadowed by an
unbelievable investment into one of
baseball’s finest. On Monday, March
25, the Boston Red Sox franchise
proudly announced its commitment
to right fielder Mookie Betts. Betts
signed a contract valuing $1 billion.
Trout’s historic contract deal pales
in comparison to Betts’ 10-figure
procurement. The contract also spans
12 years, yet the payout is far beyond
Trout’s.

Betts secures the bag in record-breaking megadeal.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BOOKIE METTS

Betts is heading into his fifth season
with the Red Sox. After leading the
team to a World Series championship
in 2018, the franchise was ready to
ensure that Betts would remain a part
of the Red Sox for the remainder of his
professional career. He is a three-time
All-Star, 2018 American League MVP,
two-time Silver Slugger Award winner,
three-time Gold Glove Award winner,
2016 Wilson MLB Defensive Player of
the Year, 2018 American League Batting
Champion, joined the 30-30 club in 2018,
and hit for the cycle on August 9, 2018. An
accumulation of accolades such as these
in a short five seasons solidified Betts’
worthiness of a contract this size.
The city of Boston was buzzing with
excitement following the announcement.
“Betts deserves $10 billion if you ask me!
He is one of the best of all time and I am so
glad the Red Sox locked him in with such
a generous contract,” said a fan outside
of Fenway Park. Another fan chimed in,
“This just solidifies that I will be naming
my first—born son after him! Go Sox!”
Students at Providence College
expressed their excitement as well.
“This week has been an emotional roller
coaster for New England sports fans, so
I am grateful for this good news!” The
contract was announced the day after
New England Patriots tight-end Rob
Gronkowski announced his retirement
from the National Football League after
nine seasons.

*Kid From Vine*: “Lebron James”
Lebron is a Jerkface :(
by Peter Dinklage ’21
Sports Staff
WATER POLO
After missing the playoffs for the
first time since 2005, NBA All-Star
and Champion LeBron James has
decided to hang up his LeBron Nike
shoes and retire from the game of
basketball. However, this is not the
end of LeBron’s sports career.
The three time champion has
now decided to lace up his old
football cleats and sign a one year
contract with his hometown team,
the Cleveland Browns. Teaming
up with sophomore quarterback
Baker Mayfield, wide receiver Jarvis
Landry, and newly traded receiver,
personal best friend of LeBron and
Drake’s roommate, Odell Beckham,
Jr.
After speaking out as being the
greatest player of all time in the
world of basketball, LeBron wanted
to prove himself, not only to his fans
but also to his enemies and haters, as
the greatest athlete in the world.
LeBron will now be the first athlete
in history to play both basketball and
football. After the Lakers lost Friday
night’s game against the Brooklyn
Nets, he stated to the media, “The
game has treated me well and I’ve
accomplished so much without
anything else to prove. It’s now
time for me to show the world my

true abilities and bring the Browns a
Super Bowl title.”
Newly introduced head coach for
the Browns, Freddie Kitchens, said
to the press, “It’s a dream come true,
I’ve watched this guy over the years
and to see not only what he has done

for the world of basketball, but also
for the city of Cleveland, so much is
in store for these fans.”
It’s unclear which position LeBron
will play or even which side of the
field he will be on when the regular
season starts next fall, but rumors

PHOTO COURTESY OF CRYING LEBRON

Is the third time the charm for Lebrawn James’ bad romance with Cleaveland?

have already been circling that the
6’7’’ small forward is looking to play
not one but both sides of the field.
General Manager for the Browns,
John Dorsey, stated to the media,
“We have room for him anywhere
he wants to play, but ultimately the
decision is up to him.” Mayfield was
not only amazed by LeBron’s new
decision, but overwhelmed on the
opportunities he has involving all
three of his offensive targets.
Odell was even quoted to say after
he had heard the news, “LeBron can
have all my touchdowns, but he
better not dance better than me.”
Since Odell was traded last week
from the Giants to the Browns, the
team has skyrocketed in odds to
win the division of the AFC North,
especially with the loss of the Steeler’s
Le’Veon Bell and Antonio Bell. Now
with the addition of LeBron, those
odds have greatly increased.
Not all fans from the dawg
pound are just as excited about this
decision. Some call it a outrage and
a disgrace that he can just walk up
to training camp and automatically
receive a starting position without
any experience whatsoever.
By around this time next year
when the Cleveland Browns have
defeated the LA Rams in Super Bowl
LIV, these same fans will be jumping
for joy as the star of Space Jam 2 holds
the Lombardi trophy.
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Battle of the Dorms
by Maya Rudolph ’20
Sports Staff
PCI
It happens once a year, in the middle
of the night. The battle of the dorms.
Freshman year is full of new experiences,
DWC lectures, Ray dining hall, and tight
living arrangements. One thing that the
tour guides don’t mention before you
come to Providence College is the annual
battle of the dorms.
Although everyone is aware of the
friendly dorm rivalries throughout the
school year, once a year the freshman
buildings come to life in the middle
of the night. At exactly 2 a.m., the six
freshman dorms uproot themselves
from their grounds and make their way
across campus to Alumni Hall. They have
been antsy for the past year, watching
their residents come and go, playing in
intramurals and Division I sports. They
have been disappointed with some
intermingling of opponent dorms and are
anxious to prove their dorm talents on the
court.
Because of parietals, the dorms are
split into two teams. Meagher, McVinney,
and Raymond Hall face up against
McDermott, Guzman, and St. Joseph’s
Hall. Because no game is official without
a referee, Harkins Hall makes its way to
Alumni Hall. As the oldest and wisest
building on campus, no freshman dorm
would dare give Harkins a hard time
about a call.
Before the start of the first half, the
two teams begin their warm-ups. Ray is
in charge of the music and gets her team
excited with “Run the World (Girls)” by
Beyoncé. McDermott, on the other hand,
fills the stadium with the lyrics from
“Stronger” by Kanye West. The team
captains are brought together by Harkins
and are reminded of the rules and to play
a fair game. With that, Harkins blows the

PHOTO COURTESY CONOR MCGREGOR

Why does McVinney have arms? Why is it wearing a pair of boxing gloves? To obliterate its opponents in basketball of course.

whistle to start the beginning of the first
half. McVinney, the tallest building in
Providence, wins the tip off to Meagher.
The girls start down the court, Meagher
finds Raymond open in the corner and
she sinks the first basket of the game.
The game goes back and forth for the
rest of the half; McDermott is keeping
the boys just ahead of the girls with their
strong driving and rebounding skills.
Both teams take half-time to regroup,
and remind each other of what was at
stake. There can only be one team that

wins, and bragging rights last a whole year.
The second half starts off with a technical
foul from McDermott on Raymond Hall
for a push from behind. Both teams have
their game faces on and are determined to
get the next basket. McVinney slams her
first dunk of the game, making the score 50
to 45 boys. Guzman dribbles up the court
but Meagher makes an important steal and
finishes with an easy lay-up.
With only one minute remaining, the
boys try to increase their lead with a jump
shot from the free-throw line. McVinney

boxes out St. Joe’s, grabs the rebound and
takes the ball up the court. The girls work
the ball around the perimeter for the last
30 seconds and find Raymond Hall deep
behind the arc. “3-2-1” Raymond makes
the shot to go ahead 51-50. The girls
celebrate in the middle of the court; they
have won this year’s Battle of the Dorms!
This year the girls will walk back to their
spots with a bigger smile than the boys.
Just as the sun is beginning to rise, the
dorms are cemented back into their spots
until next year.

Us. We. Together. Family. In. Ray.
Men’s Basketball Team Downgraded to Dining Hall
by Guy Fieri ’20
Professor of Flavor Town Studies
DOG SLEDDING
Since 1972, the Providence College
Men’s Basketball Team has called the
Dunkin Donuts’ Center (formerly the
Providence Civic Center) its home.
However, come the 2019-2020 season,
“The Dunk” will no longer be the
home venue for the Friars.
According to the contract designed
in 1972 between Providence College
and the Dunkin’ Donuts Center, the
men’s basketball team would be
allowed to play each of its home games
at the Dunk up through the 2018-2019
season. The details of the agreement
between the two parties were never
made public, and students, alumni,
and fans of the Friars were all shocked
to hear the news. Equally shocked
was the school’s athletic department,
which had completely forgotten the
details of the agreement as it was
designed over 40 years ago.
After a wildly disappointing season
for PC, the Friar faithful received even
more bad news, which was that they
would never have the chance to see
PC play at the Dunk ever again. After
the Dunkin’ Donuts Center denied PC
the opportunity to extend its contract

PHOTO COURTESY OF DOT

Coach Cooley’s towel now serves a dual purpose: emergency pants and dishrag.

with the venue, school officials have
been scrambling to find a new home
for the Friars men’s basketball team.
According to multiple sources close
to the College, Raymond Dining
Hall will likely be the site for the
new basketball arena. This news
left students confused, disgruntled,
and shocked. “Where are we going
to eat?” asked one student when
interviewed about how he felt

regarding the circulating rumors that
Ray would serve as the new basketball
arena.
The word “outrage” fails to even
begin to express the feelings of PC
students, alumni, and fans about the
College’s decision to officially move
out of the Dunk. Posters can be found
across the entire campus denouncing
this move, and online petitions to
reject PC’s moving out of the Dunk

and into Ray have gained over 50,000
signatures in a matter of days.
Just a couple days after it was
made public that PC would no longer
be able to call the Dunk home, the
athletic department released a series
of documents detailing the plans to
restructure Raymond Dining Hall into
a basketball venue that will be named
“Raymond Indoor Stadium,” similar
to that of Duke University’s Cameroon
Indoor Stadium.
Contrary to many false rumors that
have been spread around social media
and across campus, Raymond Dining
Hall will not be demolished to create
room for the new basketball venue.
In fact, the new basketball venue will
actually be an addition to the existing
structure.
This new on-campus venue will
seat approximately 15,000 fans and
will be the only basketball venue in
the world to be built on top of both
an existing dining hall and dorm.
While this new project may seem like
a stretch to many, the construction
company hired for the job guarantees
that the structure will be safe and
easy to build. The construction of this
new on-campus venue also means
that students will no longer have to
take buses to get to men’s basketball
games.
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Providence College Investigates:
What rule change would you make in a sport?

Gloveless Hands
by Michael Fassbender ’21
Sports Staff
PCI
In an effort to give baseball fans a
more exciting game day experience,
Major League Baseball should forbid
players from using gloves when they
are out on the field. Fielders will be
forced to use their bare hands when
trying to catch the ball. While the rule
may seem outrageous, as fielding will
become a nearly impossible task, it
should help bring in a new generation
of fans who foolishly think the game
is too slow.
Fielding plays will become a lot
more impressive now that players
will have to work up the courage to
stop the ball with line drives coming
at them at high speeds.
Even catchers will experience
a downgrade as their usual extrapadded glove will be banned and they
will only be able to use the equivalent
of a mitten.
New training methods would
have to be taught in order for players
to avoid complete annihilation of
their hands. One possible solution
is for players to take up karate and
practice breaking wooden boards and
cinderblocks in the offseason in order
to increase their hand strength.
Others have proposed one-hour

daily sessions of hand tennis in order
for players to maximize their pain
tolerance. If players are going to have
any chance of playing a full season
without losing circulation, they will
need to be able to sustain multiple
hits to the hand.

When one reporter asked former
Gold Glove third baseman Adrián
Beltré what his thoughts were, he
said, “You would be crazy if you were
a third basemen and didn’t retire.
With the number of screamers hit my
way during my career, I would have
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been done after one game without a
glove.”
Hitters should be ready to feast
on the number of extra hits they will
be able to get when fielders have no
gloves. The increase in number of
hits should also benefit the sport as a
whole as more runs and higher scores
will bring more fans in.
While safety may seem like an
obvious issue, infielders could
be allowed to use hockey chest
protectors as a way to avoid super
serious injuries. Outfielders will not
be allowed to use chest protectors
since they have enough time to react
to a ball that it would be quite silly
for them not to be able to protect
themselves.
While this rule may bring a lot of
controversy along with it, it would
be in the best interest of the sport if
the MLB instituted a no-glove policy.
Too often baseball players have been
deemed as “soft,” and this could
be an opportunity to show the true
physical and mental toughness the
players possess. The change will
bring baseball closer to becoming an
even more challenging game than
it already is, which means every
play will become significantly more
impressive.
Maybe someday, the Gold Glove
Award will become a thing of the
past.

Chicago Cubs third baseman Kris Bryant demonstrates his ninja skills in barehanded grab.

Skateless Feet
by Rupi Kapur ’20
Sports Staff
PCI
The National Hockey League needs
to agree to changing the rule about
playing with ice skates. Why? Because
they turn a fun and exciting game into
a deadly one.
“I was almost murdered during a
game that I have played my whole life
and I cannot emphasize how much
skates need to be abolished from the
game,” commented Clint Malarchuk, a
former Buffalo Sabres goaltender who
got his throat slit by a hockey skate. “If
the game was played without skates,
there’s a strong chance I would still be
playing.”
Similarly, Dallas Stars superstar
forward Tyler Seguin, who suffered
an almost career-ending injury due to
a hockey skate, stated on the pressing
issue, “Yeah, they need to go. The game
would be much more fun and safe
without them.”
In their place, fans, players, and
coaches are all calling for bare feet to
replace the skates.
“Aside from keeping the players
safe in an already dangerous sport,
running barefoot on the ice allows less
opportunities for players to mess up a
play or scoring opportunity from losing
an edge,” commented the outspoken
coach of the Columbus Blue Jackets
John Tortorella. “Honestly, it’s complete
BS that this is even up for debate—the
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Skateless hockey severely decreases the number of skate-related injuries players suffer.

answer should be a no-brainer.”
All three of them, Malarchuk, Seguin,
and Tortorella, have a point: for safety
reasons and tactical reasons, the removal
of hockey skates would not only reduce

injuries, but also mistakes. If players
were allowed to play the game barefoot,
they would never have to worry about
constantly getting their skates sharpened
so that they do not lose an edge. With

hockey players playing barefoot, the
game would only be a display of pure
athletic skill featuring running, making
plays, passing, and shooting.
USA
hockey
legend
Patrick
Kane (also a player of the Chicago
Blackhawks) brings to light another
interesting aspect to this hot topic. “The
game would be much quicker if it was
played without skates…there would be
far less penalties,” he stated.
Currently, a single regulation hockey
game takes up to two and a half hours
to complete due to commercial breaks,
time in between periods, and accounting
for penalty minutes—many of which
are hockey skates-related.
“While on skates, guys can slewfoot
each other, leg check, and in extreme
cases, cut one another. It’s crazy…the
league definitely needs to do something
about that,” said Kane.
Without the tools to commit the
penalties, the penalties would be
reduced all together and therefore, less
time would be taken up because the
game would not have to be stopped as
often.
Hockey skates are an incredibly
dangerous aspect of the game of hockey,
which is why they need to be eliminated
from the game altogether. Getting rid of
them would not only make the game
safer, but it would also put more focus on
skill in the game and take away wasted
minutes spent figuring out penalties. It
is for all of these reasons that the NHL
needs to get their act together and ban
hockey skates once and for all.

24 The Scowl

A Look
Around
Friartown
Jousting:
3/21 at King Richard’s Fair, loss 70-76

Upcoming:
3/30 vs. Sir Lancelot University

Archery Competition:
3/22 vs. Robin Hood and his Merry Men, loss
61-76
3/23 vs. The College of Odysseus, loss 57-80

Upcoming:
4/1 vs. Lawn Dart University (first round, Big
East Tournament)

Horseshoe Throwing:
3/22 vs. Grandparents, tie 1-1 (OT)

Upcoming:
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Friar Shoe Shuffle
Deemed a Scam

Athletic Department Forced to
Pay Millions
by Keanu Reeves ’20
Sports Staff
COLLUSION
In-game fan entertainment is one of the top
priorities at basketball games in the Dunkin’
Donuts Center. The Friar Shoe Shuffle has been
one of those mainstays throughout Friar games to
entertain fans. It keeps fans on the edge of their
seats guessing what shoe the basketball is in to
win a Friar prize pack. Going back the last three
seasons, the percentage of winners is a mere 13
percent. Friar fans began to become uncertain
about the validity of the Friar Shoe Shuffle.
Fans were enraged by how difficult it is to win,
and more research was done to find out why this
was the case. Through online message boards
and Twitter, fans banded together to do research.
It was found that there was a glitch in the
jumbotron at the Dunk that changed which shoe
the basketball was in from start to finish. With this
finding, season ticket holders united and filed a
lawsuit against the athletic department. Each side

mutually agreed upon an out of court settlement
that totaled over $20 million.
College athletics has been scarred by the college
basketball scandal and by the payment of money
to colleges that the FBI has uncovered. The new
Friar Shoe Shuffle scandal has shocked college
basketball fans throughout the country and the
future of the Friar Shoe Shuffle for next season is
uncertain.
Friar fans are sure going to miss being
entertained in between timeouts at games next
year. Students all around campus awakened to
the news this past Monday heading to class. Pat
McGroin ’21 was shocked to hear the news and
was in utter disbelief to hear the scandal. Jack
Hoff ’21 replied, “I can’t believe it. This day will
live in infamy.” The NCAA has come out with
a statement saying that they will look into the
matter.
The Friars have made five of the last six NCAA
tournaments and look to head back. PC has
already announced that they have begun their
own investigation, while others are worried that
the Friars may be ineligible for postseason play
next year. All Friar fans can do is wait.

3/29 vs. Great-grandprarents

Quidditch:
3/23 vs. Neville Longbottom, win 2-0
(Quarterfinal Game 1)
3/24 vs. Dobby the Free Elf win 2-1 (Quarterfinal
Game 2)

Upcoming:
4/2 vs. Durmstrang Institute (Semifinals)

Pillaging:
3/19 vs. University of Rhode Island, loss 16-17

Upcoming:
3/30 at Minnnesota State

Bee Keeping:
Upcoming:
3/29 vs. Barry B. Benson vs. Central Michigan
University

Hatchet Throwing:
3/24 at Southern New Hampshire University,
loss 0-7

Upcoming:
4/3 vs. University of Maine
4/6 at Paul Bunyon University

Fencing:
Upcoming:
4/5-7 Three Musketeers Invitational

Huxley has been a really bad boy, along with the rest of PC’s Athletic Department.
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Join The Crusades

Looking for purpose in your life?
help retake the holy land with us!
sign ups this monday @ 9 p.m.
Meet behind Ruane

